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APPENDIX A

A Cloudy Crystal Ball

How long will Oracle Application Express (APEX) be around? It is now pushing 15 years old, which makes it 
“long in the tooth”. Here is my two cents on the future of APEX.

Often, software tools become unusable when their underlying system platform changes. For example, 
Oracle Forms has had a long and successful life, as a development tool that was built on top of a client/server 
architectural platform. It did not make a clean transition into the web environment because the client/server 
architecture was baked into its fundamental design. Therefore, in our current web-based world, it is being 
replaced by tools, like APEX, that are web-based.

APEX, too, will be replaced if and when the web, as we know it today, is replaced by a radically different 
technology. I suspect that a replacement for the web is in the far distant future because an incredible 
amount of web hardware and software infrastructure is currently in place all over the world. This will not be 
easy to swap out.

Having said that, I believe APEX has a bright and possible long-lived future.
In the present, APEX has become a popular tool that is used by many businesses, both large and small. 

On the large end of the scale, major banks and government departments have built many APEX applications 
that have become mission critical. At the small end of the scale, I have worked with small departments 
and companies that have built APEX applications inside their firewalls using the combination of APEX 
and OracleXE, the free Oracle database. Today, APEX has become the tool of choice to many organizations 
that use Oracle databases. Oracle itself had invested heavily in APEX applications; The Oracle Store at 
https://shop.oracle.com/apex/f?p=dstore:home:0 is an example of Oracle reliance on APEX to deliver 
important public facing information. A blog post by Joel Kallman, Director of Software Development at 
Oracle, documents Oracle’s heavy reliance on APEX; over 2,000 distinct APEX application support over 
18,000 Oracle employees. The blog post is found at http://joelkallman.blogspot.ca/2014/05/oracle-
application-express-fast-like.html.

In the near future, say the five-year horizon, I see no change. APEX has enough momentum to carry it 
though the next five years as a “force to be reckoned with”.

In ten years? Then the crystal ball starts to become a wee bit cloudy. What advances will pop out of the 
labs of the big players like Oracle? What will pop out of an obscure garage and storm the world like Google 
did? However, given the weight of the current web infrastructure, I suspect that there is a good probability 
that APEX, in its future form, will still be around and thriving in ten years’ time.

What will APEX look like in ten years? I cannot guess. Instead, I will defer to Mike Hichwa, the father 
of APEX, who voiced his vision for APEX at the APEX Connect 2016 conference in Berlin, Germany in his 
presentation, “APEX Vision, past, Present, Future”. A youtube.com video of this event is available at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_50UipxSEY

This presentation is definitely worth your time if you are interested in the future of APEX.
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